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Through the guise of László Moholy-Nagy
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the lines of different photographic techniques. By
analysing the pairs use of photographs, photograms
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and photomontages, the study examines ways
of seeing influence when compared to the work
of modernist pioneers and further questions if
influence can in fact be proven? Furthermore, the
study inspects the necessary research methods that
are needed in the proving of influence.
Additionally, this study brings to light various
other themes that contribute towards wider
architectural discussions; developing arguments
for gendered ideas of authorship in the Bauhaus,
examining otherwise uncovered relationships
between architects and artists and giving a
coherent and extensive biographic account of the
lives and work of László Moholy-Nagy and Lucia
Moholy.
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Introduction

Figure 1: Photogram László Moholy-Nagy and Lucia Moholy double self portrait, 1923 (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
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As designers, we are at all times surrounded
by influence; in the way we respond to projects,
ideologies we relay into our designs, points of
interest that become an infatuation and people who
inspire our outlook. The reality of one singular
influence is refuted by the mass communication
of media as we constantly absorb new ideas.
Continually surrounded by points of influence,
from nature, to light, to technology, designers and
artists continue to push the boundaries on what
we can consider influence in the modern day. This
however, is not solely a modern experience but
has followed design throughout its highly multifaceted history. Additionally, influence between
disciplines of design provide an incredible crosspollination of ideas, styles and philosophies which
present new ways of thinking about the world.

Arguably, no institution has expressed this notion
of a multidisciplinary mode of design more than
the original Bauhaus.
“This is the story of an idea, an idea
full of hope and promise. It is an idea
about how people might live. It is also the
story of a school, the Bauhaus, whose life
span coincided with the Weimar Republic’s
and whose history mirrors German history
between the two world wars” (Dearstyne,
1986:11)
Between 1919 and 1933 the Bauhaus
presented the ideal of a social utopia. Responding
to the concluded First World War, Bauhaus
founder Walter Gropius saw a revolutionary
2
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society in search for a modern vision and a type
of design that focused on people, quality of life,
technological progression and the discarding
of unnecessary decorative conventions (Fielder,
2016). The school encouraged a different way
of working in the search for a progressive, antibourgeois attitude to design. The Bauhaus shaped
so much of modernity through its art, design
and architecture, all of which was made possible
through the shared influence and unrestricted
mixing of relationships.
Of the relationships developed in the
Bauhaus, none are perhaps as polarizing as the
affiliation between László Moholy-Nagy and Lucia
Moholy (fig. 1). Moholy-Nagy first and foremost
was an artist and relentless experimenter, captured
by his extensive and interdisciplinary oeuvre,
furthering explorations into lines of photography
through his investigations in photographs,
photograms and photomontages. He was also
a highly respected teacher, first in the original
Bauhaus in Weimar and Dessau and later in The
New Bauhaus which he led in Chicago (Stein,
2014). Moholy-Nagy’s main pedagogical approach
encouraged students to see more, ‘to expand their
vision in a manner commensurate with modern
life’ (Botar, 2004:526; Haus, 1980). This pedagogy
undoubtedly influenced the large number of
students who learned under Moholy-Nagy.
Equally important to this pair is photographer,
publications editor, Moholy-Nagy’s personal ghost
writer (Forbes, 2016) and first wife, Lucia Moholy.
Despite being an undeniable influence to MoholyNagy, her photographs contributed towards
3
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building the legacy of the Bauhaus (Schuldenfrei,
2013), making it a globally recognised institution
and movement of modern art and architecture. Yet
her own legacy is disrupted by gendered ideas of
authorship, from which she was contentiously a
victim of, this becomes a concurrent theme in the
chapter Photograph – Theft in the Bauhaus.
Both Lucia and László undoubtedly
influenced the image of the Bauhaus, the members
of the school, and indeed each other (Binlot, 2019;
Schmitz, 2016). This dissertation looks to explore
the avenues of their influence, giving an indication
of different ways the pair shaped the architectural
output of key members at the school. It also
extends to suggesting their seen influence through
selected pioneers of modernism and ways of
seeing the influence of the Moholys photographic
techniques;
photograph,
photogram
and
photomontage. First with architect and Bauhaus
founder Walter Gropius, who exhibits influence
through appropriation from his patriarchal and
hierarchical stature, and unmerited use of Lucia’s
photographs to build not only a legacy for the
Bauhaus, but for himself (Tugwell, 2016). Then
with modernist pioneer Frank Lloyd Wright and
the influence seen through visual mediation
between Moholy-Nagy’s photograms and the
New York Guggenheim museum. Finishing by
examining previous Bauhaus leader and highly
influential modernist architect Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe, whose shared association with Dadaism
and common use of photomontage with MoholyNagy probes at influence through association
and their conflicting morals surrounding the

art movement’s philosophy. Through the use
of such highly influential modernist architects,
this investigation then not only substantiates
the influence between these individuals and
the Moholys, but also implies their impact on
wider modernity. It must be noted that what this
dissertation does not aim to suggest is that one

person, piece of artwork or experiment informed
the entirety of an architects oeuvre, rather it
focuses on ways of seeing architectural influence
through lines of photography and the relational
associations between characters to observe and
draw parallels between the two.
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Figure 2: Georg Hartmann and Karla Grosch
in the field outside the Prellerhaus, Dessau,
photograph by T. Lux Geininger 1929. (Source:
Bauhaus Archive, 2021:online)

Introduction
The complexity associated with seeing
influence is outlined first in this literature review
as it establishes the dissertation within the
wider argument of proving influence through
different means. Once conclusions are deducted
from introducing influence, the review then
locates and contextualises the work of László
Moholy-Nagy and Lucia Moholy within a web of
artists, architects, teachers and students present
at the Bauhaus. The list is extensive and not
always relevant so after broadly portraying the
interdisciplinary nature of the school, the focus
will shift towards the pertinent relationships
associated with László and Lucia. This identifies
existing literature that indicates their influence
on members of the Bauhaus. Additionally, the
unappreciated role of Lucia is considered through
her contributions towards Moholy-Nagy’s written
5

and artistic works, problematising the gendered
idea of authorship that becomes a concurrent
theme throughout the chapter - Photograph: Theft
in the Bauhaus. Furthermore, the literature review
affirms the necessity for a deeper investigation
into the relationships Moholy-Nagy and Lucia
had with modernist architects, to help substantiate
arguments of seeing influence through their
photographic
techniques;
photographs,
photograms, and photomontages.

Proving influence
Proving influence has been a topic of
discussion between architectural historians and
theoreticians for many years. How we see influence
being a controversial and multi-faceted subject
is discussed in wider literature; from Michael

Baxandall’s argument that ‘to think in terms of
influence blunts thought by impoverishing the
means of differentiation’ (Baxandall, 1985:59) to
Bloom, who suggests that ‘poetic influence need
not make poets less original; as often it makes
them more original’ (Bloom, 1973:7). Both
theories of influence are picked up in Lawrence
and Miljacki’s publication Terms of Appropriation
as they argue that ‘we are still learning how to map
the relationship of these objects to other objects,
as well as to other ideas across history, geography,
and politics’ (Lawrence and Miljacki, 2018:1).
Therefore, the influences supposed throughout
this dissertation shall not be considered suggestive
of the entirety of an architects oeuvre, rather show
examples of how influence might be observed. As

part of this learning process, this dissertation is an
enquiry into the aforementioned themes outlined
by Lawrence and Miljacki, but also considers
the personal relationships in its evaluation of
influence. Establishing contextual themes is first
done by confirming the interdisciplinary and
cross-pollinationary philosophy of the Bauhaus.

Bauhaus or the disorderly House?
The Bauhaus was seen as a taboo that
descended on the town of Weimar (fig. 2). The
schools unconventional and anti-bourgeoise
methods of partying in the town raised complaints
from residents for being disruptive and disorderly1.
Negative connotations relinquished as the school

1 Accounts of defacing the city’s Brutt figure, numerous disruptive house parties and swimming nude in the Ilm (fig. 3) gave the Bauhaus
adverse connotations towards their relationship with the residents of Weimar.
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Figure 3: On the beach at Mulde. 1928-1929, photograph by
Irene Bayer, (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)

changed location to Dessau, a sleepy modern city,
and Berlin, where unconventional expressionism
was becoming more accepted (Ackermann.
2016a). Ackerman (2016a; 2016b), in the book
Bauhaus, contributes two chapters that present
different focuses; Bauhaus Parties explores the
various parties and excursions of students, while
The Bauhaus – an intimate portrait delves into
romantic relationships developed at the school,
often a result of such excursions. Both chapters
have two concurrent themes; the first being the
attitude of the Weimar general public to such
taboos, the second being its role in developing
a ‘living, functioning pluralistic community’

(Ackermann. 2016b:114).
In his first chapter, Ackermann comments
on the staff and students’ excessive partying,
bohemian lifestyles and provocative fancy dress.
In contradiction to these perceived negative
stereotypes given by the Weimar public, he argues
that ‘the atmosphere at these parties was markedly
friendly and civilized’ (Ackermann, 2016a:130).
He continues, disputing that most provoking to
the townspeople was the respectful manner in
which most Bauhaus students acted. Gropius,
their Silver Prince2, defended many of his students
for their behaviour at iconic balls and parties as
the author explains, the program demanded ‘that

Figure 4: Children on the balustrade of a masters’s house.
Circa 1927, photograph by Ise Gropius? (Source: Bauhaus
Archiv, 2021:online)

2 Tom Wolfe, in his book ‘From Bauhaus to our House’ explains how painter Paul Klee called Walter Gropius the silver prince as silver was
perfect, commenting that “Gold was too gaudy for so fine and precise a man” (Wolfe, 1981:8)
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Figure 5: Snippet of Bauhaus main building. 1926, photograph by Lucia Moholy (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
Figure 6: Snippet of SpiralPhotogram. 1943, photogram by László Moholy-Nagy (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
Figure 7: Snippet of ‘Be Responsible’ Photomontage. Ciraca 1930, Photomontage by Moholy-Nagy (Source: Naef, 1995:79)
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students and masters should coexist, and treat each
other in a friendly way’ (Ackermann, 2016a:131),
expressing that Gropius encouraged socialising as
a way for students, masters and likely their ideas
to mix. Such observations are undoubtedly crucial
to the all-encompassing ethos of the Bauhaus,
driving further the ideas of progression towards
socialism and community driven design into both
students and teachers, a reformist vision that was
not shared by the people of Weimar.
The father of this incestual web of expressive
individuals strived for the social mixing of
artists, photographers, designers, architects,
actors, actresses and sculptors within the school
in his search to combine ‘art and technology –
a new unity’ (Haus, 2016:19; Ulbricht, 2016).
Naturally, taboo relationships, the extent of
which will likely never be known, were formed
which furthered the family-like homeliness of the
school’s philosophy. Ackermann in his chapter
The Bauhaus – an Intimate Portrait addresses what
were seen as taboo relations for the Weimar public
and how they became humanized mechanisms
of the schools philosophy. He reports that it was
common for unwanted pregnancies, engagements
and marriages to form at the Bauhaus, but argues
that this was no different to what life was like
outside the school (Ackermann, 2016b). There
was however a difference in the treatment between
the general public and members of the Bauhaus
who were outcasted for such taboos, as malicious
rumours were spread around the town by both
townspeople and the press. However, attempts to
renounce marriages, engagements or pregnancies

was not seen between members of the Bauhaus
(fig. 4). As Ackermann explains ‘The birth of
a genuine Bauhaus child was regarded by the
students as a joyous event to be welcomed and
celebrated’ (Ackermann, 2016b:112). Welcoming
a new born into the Bauhaus community,
regardless of its conception, again broke down the
bourgeois barriers of previous societal norms in
search for this new vision. Ackermann is clear in
his conclusion, declaring that the Bauhaus was in
no way a ‘monastery’, but equally was by no means
a ‘brothel’ (Ackermann, 2016b:117), not confined
by existing bourgeois ideals, but not excessive,
enabling the schools ethos to be relatable to a
society aiming for a more liberated life. Amid
such extremes develops a community of creatives
encouraged to socialise unrestricted by dated
ideals, yet still regarded as revolutionary opposed
to strictly taboo – which was still seemingly explicit
through the eyes of the bitter Weimar public!

The Moholys: Friends and family
One noticeably romantic pairing at the
Bauhaus was the marriage between Lucia and
László. The pair formed a romantic and highly
pragmatic bond at the school as László taught
and Lucia studied. Moholy-Nagy received most
accreditation for work the pair produced, both
due to his role as a master at the school, but also
a result of the unbalanced gender norms that
found its way into the Bauhaus in contempt of
the schools anti-bourgeois philosophy (Baumhoff,
2016). Understanding the couples romantic
10
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and working relationship begins to express the
influence they had on each other, particularly the
unseen influence Lucia had on the publication
and formulation of László’s theoretical writings
and experiments. Meghan Forbes gives a biopic
account of Lucia’s life in her article “What I could
lose”: the fate of Lucia Moholy in which she talks
extensively on their years together, commenting
that their relationship was of an ‘intense and
practical nature’ (Forbes, 2016:27). Lucia aided
László in his experiments with photographs and
photograms, and despite being the one to develop
the prints in the darkroom, she received little
credit (Forbes, 2016; Binlot, 2019).
The pair were well-liked and a well-received
addition to the Bauhaus collective. Particularly
while in Dessau, both László and Lucia made
friends with the staff and students as they worked
and lived together as a close knit community. In a
panel discussion at the J. Paul Getty museum in
1995, various historians, art critics, photographers
and even László’s daughter Hattula MoholyNagy discussed the life and work of MoholyNagy. In the discussions Weston Naef points out
László’s close relationship with Oskar Schlemmer,
who is said to be Moholy-Nagy’s second biggest
influence, only to Gropius (Naef, 1995). Yet, in
the same passage, Katherine Ware argues that
they were friends, yet their difference in artistic
methods created friction between the two,
questioning Schlemmer’s influence. Jeannine
Fielder continues that it may have been Moholy
that instead influenced Schlemmer (Naef, 1995).
Another covered relation between the Moholys is
11
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that of artist Marianne Brandt’s romantic interest
in Moholy-Nagy. Elizabeth Otto writes of Lucia’s
curiosity as to whether László had noticed his
student was in love with him? To which MoholyNagy replied ‘whoever loves me must work for
me’ (Otto, 2009:1). Otto continues to analyse
the confluence between Moholy-Nagy and
Brandt in their shared visual representation of
photomontage. While Moholy-Nagy’s admiration
for his student is shown by his extended praise
of her calling her ‘my best and most ingenious
student’ (Otto, 2009:16), their relationship stayed
professional, as Otto concludes that Moholy-Nagy
was a mentor and major influence in the work of
Brandt.
Of their various associations, the love and
friendship between the Moholys and the Gropius’
is the most profound. Walter Gropius first brought
László to work at the Bauhaus when Moholy-Nagy
was only 28 and still relatively unestablished in
the art scene in Europe. Despite his then limited
oeuvre, Gropius saw huge potential in László to
drive the school forward through his teaching
methods and ideas on technological developments
in art (Schmitz, 2016). László and Gropius would
continue to build a friendship and alliance in the
Bauhaus and in later life, evident by Gropius’s
trust in Moholy-Nagy to reopen the Bauhaus in
Chicago after its closure in Berlin (Stein, 2014).
Lucia and Gropius’s wife Ise were also very
good friends throughout much of their careers,
the eventual break up between Lucia and the
Gropius’s after László’s death being a key topic
within this dissertation. The four of them together

built the foundations of a friendship whilst at the
Bauhaus that extended throughout their lives and
their work, further indicating the importance of
relationships to the ideology of the Bauhaus and
its leader.
A number of relationships between the
Moholys and different members of the Bauhaus
have been covered in writings that identify the
influence one individual had on the other. One
absence in what seems to be a key line of enquiry is
that of the confluence between Lucia and Gropius,

who’s relationship suggests influence through
the theft of Lucia’s early photographs taken at
the Bauhaus. Additionally, much of literature
surrounding the Moholys influence stops at
their relationships with members of the original
Bauhaus. As such this dissertation develops a wider
discussion on ways of seeing influence through the
Moholys photographic techniques; photograph,
photogram and photomontage (fig. 5, 6, 7) with
architects Walter Gropius, Frank Lloyd Wright
and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe respectively.
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METHODOLOGY: An interior view of
Narratives, Characters and Objects
An interior view of objects,
narratives, and characters

“I’ve never been obsessed with whether
something was this year or that year, but
with all kinds of other small things, things
you come across that strike you for some
reason and work against the grain of the
usual interpretations. Threads you get
curious about and pull a bit, before you even
know why, unravel the usual assumptions
and expose other dimensions of figures and
projects” (Kotsioris, 2020:6).
It is commonplace for architectural historians
to depend on ‘breaking new ground’ and
‘discovering new histories’ (Kotsioris, 2020:1) to
define and structure their work in disclosing new
truths from the past. This method of historic
analysis is of course valid, progressive and
exciting as it continually uncovers new artefacts,
narratives and characters in a particular historical
setting. However, such methods are not always
feasible for research projects as they may require
permission to uncover new information, access to
potentially inaccessible locations and an element
of luck. Consequently, it is important to consider
alternative methodologies in drawing parallels in
history to capture an understanding
13

of a specific event. One of the most captivating
and successful writers on architectural history
is the internationally renowned historian and
theorist Beatriz Colomina. Her work has a
distinct methodology of historical analysis that
is inexplicably intertwined to the methodology
practiced throughout this dissertation as it
attempts to uncover an interior view of objects,
narratives and characters associated with the
Moholy’s.
Through the viewport of László and
Lucia, this dissertation depicts three key ways
of seeing influence in architecture; influence
through appropriation, influence mediated with
and through artworks, and influence through
association with broader artistic movements.
Each method of influence is put under scrutiny
by applying each to observations made between
the architecture of Walter Gropius, Frank Lloyd
Wright and Mies van der Rohe and the Moholys’
photographs, photograms and photomontages
respectively. Each chapter within the main body of
this dissertation follows a strict structure analysing
the characters, narratives and objects that is akin
to the methods employed by Beatriz Colomina.
Inspecting the narrative of a proposed influence
draws on particular locations, exhibitions or pieces

of work, situating László and Lucia’s influence
with the associated architects. To construct these
narratives the dissertation depends on the analysis
of periodicals from books, existing literature,
newspaper clippings and image analysis to assemble
a coherent connection. In-depth archival analysis
has been carried out to develop the arguments and
shed light on the truth behind the characters and
relationships between each member. To carry out
this archival research an online search into the
Bauhaus Archives in Weimar, Dessau and Berlin
was carried out, where I was able to gain access
to 65 letters of correspondence between Lucia
and Gropius for the chapter Photograph: Theft in
the Bauhaus. Additionally, I sought access to the
archives of the László Moholy-Nagy Foundation,
the New York Guggenheim Foundation, Chicago
Institute of Design and the Illinois Institute of
Technology. Unfortunately due to the current
conditions in which this dissertation was written,
access to these archives was limited. Analysis into
the objects themselves demonstrate similarities
and differences in their work, mainly through
visual analysis and comparison of a particular
photograph, photogram and photomontage taken
from the Moholys oeuvre. Parallels are drawn
between these photographic techniques and the
architecture produced by the aforementioned
architects to help validate the claims. These
non-canonical outlooks have no distinct hierarchy
of importance as elements of investigation
themselves, but express different levels of
significance when associated with the different
techniques they are applied to. Therefore, each

chapter will conclude with a reflection on the
relevance of the proposed influence, indicating
which method of influence is present.

Limitations
As previously stated, it is not uncommon for
research projects to contain limitations to their
desired methodology. The methodology for this
dissertation required access to archives providing
insight into the world of the Bauhaus and the
selected modernist architects. This involved
finding correspondence between different members
of both the art and architectural scene and the
Moholy’s, developing an argument for influence
through mutual relations. Yet, given the current
setbacks caused by the Coronavirus outbreak,
this in depth archival research was difficult to
complete due to the physical inaccessibility of the
László Moholy-Nagy Foundation, the New York
Guggenheim Foundation, Chicago Institute of
Design and the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Additionally, writing this dissertation during the
Coronavirus outbreak has resulted in difficulty
gaining access to library sources. As such, much of
the research for this dissertation was gathered from
online archives taken from numerous sources,
including the large online Bauhaus archive as
well as the online material available on the library
search. Despite these limitations, the dissertation
provides an in-depth analysis of archives, primary
and secondary sources, aiding the analysis of ways
of seeing architectural influence through lines of
photography.
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Photograph
László and Lucia used photography as the
foundation of their approach to develop new
technologies. The pair composed numerous
photographs, Moholy-Nagy’s with the theme of
capturing light composed on subjects while Lucia
composed photographs that captured architecture.
Included in her oeuvre is the iconic photograph
of the Bauhaus that has become a symbol of its
existence (Binlot, 2019). Both, László and Lucia
used photography in its most raw form, but the
pair saw the medium as a foundation from which
they would develop new technologies to directly
paint with light. In his 1924 publication Painting,
Photography, Film, which Lucia helped write and
edit (Forbes, 2016), Moholy-Nagy outlines his key
ideals on the subject of photography.
15

Stating, ‘since photography was invented, nothing
fundamentally new has been discovered in the
principle and technique of the process…’ (MoholyNagy, 1924:21), later he argues that this way of
using photography is ‘not enough for us today’
(Moholy-Nagy, 1924:22). Lucia’s contributions
to photography as an art form give her a stronger
association with the medium in its organic
sense, while László has been accredited to ideas
of developing the technology to produce other
mediums of capturing light. Lucia’s contribution
to photography and assistance in the development
of these new technologies, particularly the
photogram, should never be unappreciated.
Figure 8: Portrait of Walter Gropius. 1927, Photograph by
Lucia Moholy (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
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Theft in the Bauhaus
Moholy-Nagy
consciously
engrained
anonymity into his work through the
experimentation of his photographs, photograms
and photomontages, each prompting questions
of authorship and more specifically ‘the death
of the author’ (Kaplan, 1995:11). Despite this
desired anonymity, the work that Moholy-Nagy
produced was always accredited to him and it
was uncommon that his work would be used
without his consent. This was not the case for the
protagonist of this chapter, Lucia Moholy, who was
rarely credited for her work whilst at the Bauhaus.
The most controversial discreditation of Lucia’s
work sees Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius (fig.
8) in the firing line, accused of the theft of 227
of her original photographs (Auskin & co., 1957).
To reconstruct the narrative surrounding Lucia’s
stolen photographs, the charting of her exile from
Germany must be considered as it pinpoints their
disappearance.
The conception of the Bauhaus was
sandwiched in-between the two world wars, the
political discourse disrupting the schools’ life in
Germany (Haus, 2016). In Weimar and Dessau1,
when the threat of war was relatively low, the school
found a utopian life where art and architecture
was expressed through the interdisciplinary
philosophy of the Bauhaus. After the original
school’s closure in Dessau, a final move to Berlin

in 1932 would see the school remain open for a
year until its closure by the German Gestapo, with
the teaching staff subsequently closing the school
for good later that year (Giersch, 2016). Gropius
and Lucia both left the school in 1928, when
Lucia moved to Berlin working as a specialist
subject teacher for photography under Johannes
Itten (Schuldenfrei, 2013). The political attitude
towards expressive means of design during this
time is explicitly reflected in both the closing of
the Bauhaus and Lucia’s emigration to Britain.
Her fleeing of Germany provides explanation as to
why Lucia left her original photographs and their
negatives behind as she lacked the time or freedom
to transport them to her new location.
Lucia’s negatives have since been recovered, the
novelistic story of which is covered in the following
subchapter. It must be noted that an effort has
been made by galleries and archives to credit
Lucia for her work. In an article for Document,
Ann Binlot (2019) accuses Gropius of stealing her
negatives, writing that ‘while her male cohorts
became legends, her work was misappropriated
and forgotten’ furthermore villainising Gropius,
by saying that he ‘begrudgingly’ (Binlot,
2019:online) returned her negatives with several
damaged. In a separate article in Exberliner, Lucia
is said to have ‘lived in the shadow of Gropius
and her ex-husband’ (Tugwell, 2016:online) while
similarly accusing Gropius of lying about their
location. Such accusations prepare a definitive

1 Lucia did not share this utopian view during her time in Dessau, writing in her personal journal: ‘Dessau is like a place in which someone
– travelling – misses their connection and has to wait for the next train...’ (Forbes, 2016:33)
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Figure 9: Studio window in Moholy-Nagy’s apartment.
1926, Photograph by Lucia Moholy (Source: Bauhaus Archiv,
2021:online)
Figure 10: Moholy-Nagy’s living room. 1927/1928,
Photograph by Lucia Moholy (Source: Bauhaus Archiv,
2021:online)
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argument for Gropius being the perpetrator
and Lucia the victim. Looking deeper into the
relationship and counterfeit friendship between
the two, unpicks a complex case in the trail for
accreditation, but also reveals the influence Lucia’s
photographs had on Gropius’s endeavours.

‘Your letter made me feel
warm and glad’
‘Your letter made me feel warm and glad’
(Moholy, 1945:1) was the first line to a new
chapter in Lucia, László and Gropius’s lives (fig.
11). Written by Lucia to Gropius, she expresses
her joy in finding the Bauhaus leader in an
informal update on her life. Between 1945 and
1957, 65 letters of correspondence see their
relationship turn from pleasantries, to mutual
sorrow, then towards an undisputable disdain for
each other. The content of each letter early in the
correspondence ranges from organising visits for
Lucia to see Gropius and the confiding of Lucia
in Gropius following László’s untimely death,
to more academic exchanges focussed on Lucia’s
snippets of her then recent work and asking for
a favourable reference for a job at M.I.T, which
Gropius happily supplied.
Aside from the content of the letters, their
language and phrasing reflects a latent power play
running irrespective of their friendship. This is
particularly evident in the ways Lucia forms her
letters in search of both academic validation and
comfort following László’s death. There is no
way to be certain of the intended outcome Lucia
19

sought by sending her recent work, however it can
be inferred that she seeks verification from her old
master. In a letter written from Lucia to Gropius
in 1946, she mentions one of her ‘little papers’
(Moholy, 1946a) published in NATURE. The use
of the term ‘little papers’ connotates that Lucia
considers the paper to be insufficient for Gropius
to read, given that it was a topic he had covered in
his academic work already. This inference of the
word ‘little’ is partially supported later in the same
letter when Lucia (1946a) pleas, ‘I hope I am not
boring you with this subject in which you have
taken an active interest already’. The convergence
of these lines of enquiry suggest the inferior
mentality employed by Lucia towards Gropius as
she continually belittles herself.
The following entry comes again from Lucia
with a more mellow and desperate tone as she looks
to confide in Gropius, mourning the death of her
ex-husband and great friend László. The passage is
full of pauses and hyphenations as if she is writing
in a rushed, unrefined manner, writing down her
thoughts;
‘I had hoped – against hope maybe – that
his strong nature would win …’ and ‘If
therefore there is anything you feel I can do
– for him – for his sake – for the school and
his work – will you let me know?’ (Moholy,
1946b).
Lucia knew the nature of László and Gropius’s
relationship and looked to Gropius to find
comfort through their mutual love for László.

Figure 11: Letter from Lucia Moholy to Walter Gropius 22nd October 1945, (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
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Gropius’s response however, had a far more
revered and pragmatic nature in comparison to
the frantic fashion in which Lucia wrote. Gropius’s
arguably egocentric reply states that he ‘feels this
loss personally’ and that ‘he went to Chicago and
his funeral was very impressive’ (Gropius, 1946),
giving little comfort or assurance to Lucia. The
insincere reply given by Gropius and a subsequent
letter sent by Lucia begin to suggest the stale
nature that their friendship would become without
László. The essence of the series introducing their
master-student hierarchy also exhibits a sinister
patriarchal gender dominated influence that
existed, granting further investigation into their
relationship.
There comes a major shift in their patched-up
story that continues this thread of both male
eminence and master-student hierarchy that
coveys a perverse relationship between the pair.
Beginning with correspondence in 1954 (fig. 12),
in a letter from Lucia to Gropius, she innocently
asks if he had any knowledge on the whereabouts
of her negatives that were left in Germany after
indication from Sybil Moholy that the negatives
were moved to his place but were likely destroyed
in the bombings (Moholy, 1954). Throughout
the passage, Lucia makes it clear of the personal
importance of these negatives, expressing that
‘these negatives are irreplaceable documents which
could be extremely useful, now more than ever.’
(Moholy, 1954). It is clear Lucia does not wish
to accuse Gropius, instead shifting the blame to
Figure 12: Letter from Lucia Moholy to Walter Gropius, 21st June 1954, (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)
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herself. Extracts such as; ‘Perhaps I ought to have
written to you earlier’ and ‘I hesitated to trouble
you’ (Moholy, 1954) reflect Lucia’s fear to pose an
explicit accusation against Gropius, despite having
reason to do so.
In the reply from Gropius, he looks to give
his series of events on the disappearance of
Lucia’s negatives. The demeaner of his reply is
one of dominating arrogance but also a defence
of something that had not yet been attacked.
Gropius’s reply uses phrases such as; ‘you
obviously have forgotten what happened’ and ‘you
gave all these negatives to me’ (Gropius, 1954),
presupposing his attempt to plead not guilty for a
theft he had not yet been accused of. Furthermore,
Gropius expresses his innocence by conveying
their importance to him, writing; ‘… you will
imagine that these photos are extremely useful
to me and that I have continuously made use of
them; so I hope you will not deprive me of them’
(Gropius, 1954). Insinuating that Lucia would
deprive him of her prints consolidates the power
held by Gropius over Lucia as he sees no wrong
in the theft of her property. The following reply
from Lucia is one of complete disbelief in her old
friend for the use of her work without her approval
or awareness, to which Gropius asks his wife Ise
to reply. What ensued was a series of letters that
consumed Lucia and agitated Gropius, in a battle
for the rights to her prints2. What arises from
this study of events are not questions as to where
the influence of these stolen photographs can be

2 It is undoubtable that, had László been alive, he would have had plenty to say on these ideas of authorship.
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Figure 14: Bauhaus building Dessau, Photograph by Lucia Moholy, (HxW) 12.4 x 20.5 cm (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)

seen in the architecture of Walter Gropius, rather
where their influence through appropriation built
the legacy of the Bauhaus and Gropius’s legendary
status.

Sovereignty of the Silver Prince
Lucia’s stolen photographs depicted images
of Gropius’s buildings, from the main Bauhaus
building to the masters houses in Dessau (fig. 9,
10). The philosophy of her photography is said to
have been one of documentation of the ‘people and
architectural spaces of the Bauhaus’ (Ostrander,
2020:online). Lucia’s influence on Gropius is
not then one of direct comparison between the
two, but comes in the building of a brand and
identity through Gropius’s unpermitted use of her
photographs in various articles, exhibitions and
his own publications. Therefore, the influence felt
between this relationship is one of appropriation,
Figure 13: Walter Gropius in the Architects Journal, 24th June 1931, (Source: P.M.S., 1931:873)
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such unpermitted influence is expressed through
the plotting of Gropius’s use of Lucia’s photographs
in his publications.
One of the first uses of Lucia’s stolen
photographs comes from the Architects Journal in
1931. In a section titled Selected Precedents: Glass as
a roofing and walling material, Lucia’s photograph
of the Dessau Bauhaus can be observed with
the caption ‘Walter Gropius, Architect’ (P.M.S.,
1931:873) lacking acknowledgement of Lucia’s
input. Given the undigitized nature of the Journal
in 19313 (fig. 13), it is likely Gropius supplied the
negative print for the journal to publish, implying
his awareness of its use. This infers an early
attempt from Gropius to use Lucia’s photograph
(fig. 14) to showcase his architectural work in a
popular media channel. Another photograph of
Lucia’s was published in an Architects Journal
from 1934 (fig. 16), this time to notify readers of
Gropius’s exhibition at the R.I.B.A. In the caption,

3 The Journals were produced from physical prints of photographs
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the writer states ‘These photographs illustrate his
[Gropius’s] most celebrated work: The Bauhaus
at Dessau’ (Gropius, 1934:626). This use of
Lucia’s photographs consolidates the argument
that Gropius knowingly used her photographs
to promote his architecture internationally,
influencing his stature as an architect.
In addition to their use in building his
architectural brand, Gropius used Lucia’s
photographs to immortalise his ideologies of the
architectural profession. As part of his contribution
to the M.I.T paperback series, Gropius compiled an
essay titled The new architecture and the Bauhaus,
in what has been coined a ‘simple clear-cut
description of the conception and realization of the
Bauhaus’ (Winkelhake, 1968:152). Shown in plates
7, 9 and 10 (fig. 15,17,18) are Lucia’s photographs
of the main Bauhaus building at Dessau as well as
the masters’ houses (Gropius, 1965). Each of these
photographs are now correctly credited to Lucia in
the Bauhaus Archives in Dessau and are confirmed
to be hers, yet none of the captions from Gropius’s
publication identify Lucia as the photographer.
This is further evidence of Gropius’s unrelenting
lack of care towards his old friend and her property,
emphasised further in the time frame and release
of this publication. Whilst Lucia was attempting
to organise the collection of her photographs,
Gropius was seemingly holding up this delivery
in order to complete the publication. An example
of the Bauhaus’s ‘silver prince’ (Wolfe, 1981:8)
taking advantage once more of his hierarchal and
patriarchal power over Lucia.

Figure 15: Bauhaus building Dessau, workshop wing from
the west with Gropius’ car 1925/1926, Photograph by Lucia
Moholy Reduced Size (HxW) 40 x 30 cm (Source: Bauhaus
Archiv, 2021:online)

Figure 16: Walter Gropius in the Architects Journal, 3rd May 1934, (Source: Gropius, 1934:626)
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Figure 17: Gropius House garden view, Photograph used
by Gropius in his publication The new archicture and the
Bauhaus, 1926, Photograph by Lucia Moholy. (HxW) 16.2 x
21.5 cm (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)

Figure 18: Masters’ Houses Dessau, Photograph used by
Gropius (1965:59) in his publication The new archicture
and the Bauhaus, 1926, Photograph by Lucia Moholy.
(HxW) 16 x 22.1 cm (Source: Bauhaus Archiv, 2021:online)

Conclusions
Analysing the relationship between Lucia
and Gropius uncovers a number of ugly truths
behind the friendship facade that followed the pair
over the majority of their careers. Behind their
antiquated pleasantries observed in early letters,
grew a perverse ploy that saw Gropius undoubtedly
take advantage of Lucia. It is clear through the
archival analysis of their correspondence that
Gropius’ grip on Lucia was both hierarchical and
patriarchal. The more abhorrent theme from the
research being the latter, it raises further questions
on the gendered ideas of authorship that Gropius
demonstrated over Lucia but also encourages
enquiry into the presence of patriarchy in other
areas of his life.
Exhibiting hierarchal and patriarchal
sovereignty over Lucia at first glance suggest that
27

Gropius would be the one to influence Lucia, he
as the master and her as the student, he as the
man and her as the woman. However, the chapter
somewhat neglects this theory and brings to
light the influence that Lucia had over Gropius.
Albeit unbeknown to her, the influence through
appropriation is clear as Gropius, through Lucia’s
work and the influence of her photographs, built
a legacy for the Bauhaus institution and, more
contemptuously, for himself.
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PHOTOGRAM: Moholy & Wright in
search for similar approach

Photogram
László Moholy-Nagy is identified as a pioneer
in the development of the photogram1. MoholyNagy’s publication Painting, Photography, Film,
describes the process of photogrammetry as
‘Photography without a camera’ (Moholy-Nagy,
1924:25). Alongside American artist Man Ray,
who alternatively named photograms Rayograph’s,
the two simultaneously developed ways of using
the medium in the early twentieth century. In
her contribution to Camera Constructs, Ivana
Wingham outlines Moholy-Nagy’s use of
the photogram, and the spatial qualities they
possessed, that differentiated his work with the

Figure 19: László Moholy-Nagy Spiral Photogram, 1922, (Source: Moholy-Nagy, 1924:63)
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likes of Ray. Wingham outlines that ‘compared for
example with Man Ray’s work, in which only one
or two objects were included, in Moholy-Nagy’s
photograms there was more space and there were
numerous elements in which ‘the individual
item can assert itself only within the whole’.’
(Wingham, 2016:322). Winghams’ observations
identify the spatial and architectural nature of
the work accredited to Moholy-Nagy, but lacks
comparisons to their influence on architecture that
might otherwise be apparent. Therefore, MoholyNagy’s experiments into photograms have already
been linked to seeing architecture through their
abstracted forms, a line of enquiry that is extended
in the following chapter.

1 The medium in which light sensitive photographic paper is exposed to light with objects acting as the subject in the image light is
blocked out, leaving the impression of said object on the page.
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‘Moholy-Nagy: Future Present’
Between May and September of 2016, The
New York Solomon R. Guggenheim museum
paid tribute to László Moholy-Nagy, 70 years
after his death, in an exhibition named MoholyNagy: Future Present. Featuring a wide range
of the Bauhaus master’s paintings, sculptures,
photographs, photograms and photomontages,
the exhibition consisted of numerous public and
private collections from across Europe and the
United States (Guggenheim foundation, 2016).
László’s various mediums of art were displayed
along the spiralling ramp that circles the perimeter
of the museum (fig. 20, 21). A review of the
exhibition composed by Noam M. Elcott, gives an
account of the recent show. By Elcott’s record, the
exhibition focused mainly on László’s paintings
rather than his experimental use of photographic
mediums. His experiments into photographs,
photograms and photomontages were present but
were never directly compared with his paintings,
which, as Elcott writes, was ‘to the detriment
of both kinds of work’ (Elcott, 2016:261). The
reviewer does however begin to underline the
connections between László’s input into the
development of the New York Guggenheim,
as he draws parallels between Moholy-Nagy’s
Nickelplastik mit Spirale with the organic ramp
within the museum. Furthermore, Elcott recounts
that ‘the convergence between the work of MoholyNagy and Wright was no coincidence’ (Elcott,
2016:260), as he briefly outlines Moholy-Nagy’s
role in the narrative of the New York Guggenheim
31

museum.
Another, and entirely more pragmatic, review
of the exhibition by Richard B. Woodward
in the Wall Street Journal recognises similar
comparisons between the work of Wright and
Moholy-Nagy. Stating in the concluding line of
his review, Woodward writes: ‘Wright’s museum
is also forever young. A view of the sky through
the glass dome is a fitting cap to a retrospective
about an artist for whom light was always a basic
and wondrous material’ (Woodward, 2016:2)
(fig. 24). Woodward’s review makes note of the
fitting space in which László’s work is exhibited,
in doing so derives a link between the artwork
and the museum. Both accounts of the exhibition
relay these links between the exhibit and the
architecture itself. It can then be proposed that
Moholy-Nagy’s work being expressed in Wright’s
architecture, both physically in the form of the
exhibition, but equally in elements of the artwork
itself, illudes to ideas of seeing influence through
the observation and comparison of the artwork and
architecture. Taking these observations exclusively
however does not permit influence, rather blatant
similarities, instead further investigation into the
relationships and conception of the Guggenheim
must be identified to help substantiate arguments
of László’s influence on the design of the museum.

Conceiving the Guggenheim
In search for a greater understanding of the
influence László Moholy-Nagy’s photograms
had on the design of the Guggenheim, first he

Figure 20: ‘Moholy-Nagy: Future Present’ Exhbition, 2016, (Source: Guggenheim foundation, 2016:online)
Figure 21: ‘Moholy-Nagy: Future Present’ Exhbition, Photograph by David Heald 2016, (Source: Artishock, 2016:online)
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Figure 22: From left to right: Frank Lloyd Wright, Hilla Rebay, Solomon R. Guggenhiem, 1945, (Source: Guggenheim
foundation, 2014:online)

must be placed amongst the key characters who
conceived the iconic building. Disclosing MoholyNagy’s involvement in conversations between
Solomon R. Guggenheim, Hilla Von Rebay and
Frank Lloyd Wright (fig. 22), indicates that his
influence can be inferred and ratifies the parallels
drawn between the two. Sources provided in the
previous subchapter give insufficient evidence as
to why Rebay was so interested in Moholy-Nagy’s
input ahead of the other abstract artists she was
fond of and in contact with. Correspondence
between the two exists as part of the Guggenheim
foundation archive in New York, but the
availability to visit or gain access to digital files
of the correspondence is restricted. As such, the
construction of a cast and their relations depends
heavily on secondary research.
The narrative of the Guggenheim museum
and the foundation which brought modern
abstract art to the public eye is seemingly linked
to the relationship between the multi-millionaire
Solomon R. Guggenheim and non-objective art
enthusiast Hilla Rebay (Quinan, 1993). Rebay,
who Solomon met in 1927 through his wife Irene
Rothschild, became Solomon’s personal collector
of modern non-objective art and an important
influence in the conception of the Guggenheim
foundation. By 1939 the Guggenheim collection
already consisted of over 700 paintings from
various artists, many coming from the original
Bauhaus students and masters2 (Quinan,

1993). Most notable from the collection was the
inclusion of László Moholy-Nagy, who exuded
through his work much of the ideals endorsed
by the Guggenheim collection. Moholy-Nagy’s
shared enthusiasm towards new technologies, art
production and representation continue to be
reflected in the Guggenheim foundations central
themes today (Guggenheim foundation, 2021a).
The collection soon became too large to store
in Solomon’s existing residences and the need
for a permanent location became apparent, the
foundation leader instating Rebay as the director
of the foundation and in charge of sourcing an
architect. Rebay wished to provide for Solomon
what ‘she described as a ‘temple of spirit’, ‘organic,
refined’ and ‘sensitive to space’’ (Watkin,
1991:41) in search of an ideal museum devoted to
non-objective art. Originally, the art enthusiast
sought the advice of Moholy-Nagy in naming
architects for which she could consider, the list
including; his old Bauhaus friends Walter Gropius
and Marcel Breuer, Le Corbusier and Alvar
Aalto amongst others, yet the eventual architect
chosen by Rebay did not make Moholy-Nagy’s
list (Watkin, 1991; Elcott, 2016). Despite Rebay
deciding against his suggestions, his involvement
indicates an initial influence in the design and
narrative of the New York Guggenheim, with his
input being highly valued by Hilla Rebay in her
pursuit for the ideal museum. Furthermore, this
influence is one that can be seen through the

2 Included in the list was one hundred paintings from Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, Piet Mondrian, Robert Delaunay and most notably,
László Moholy-Nagy (Watkin, 1991)
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mediation and observation of similarities between
the art and architecture, the chronology of
which further validates claims of Moholy-Nagy’s
influence.

Comparing spirals
Moholy-Nagy was aware of the potential
influence that art could impose upon architecture,
his early publications often associated the
consequence of art upon architectural design.
Moholy-Nagy’s From material to architecture
demonstrates the artist’s familiarity with
architecture and ideas on the creation of space
particularly when substantiating the narrative
of Neoplasticism; Suprematism; Constructivism.
Moholy-Nagy makes specific reference to the aims
of his photograms, that they were an experiment
to create ‘a new space created with light directly’
(Moholy-Nagy, 1929a:38-39) indicating MoholyNagy’s desire for the experiments to be expressive
of light and space. Drawing from an additional
source, in the socialist magazine Das neue Frankfurt
3, Moholy-Nagy writes that the ‘the technique of
the light-beam production process is related to
architectural designs’ (Moholy-Nagy, 1929b:60),
again linking the generation of photograms to
architecture. Coupling Moholy-Nagy’s awareness
of architecture and his intentional experimentation
to create new space substantiates the proposal that
his photograms intended to be appreciated further
than solely artwork, instead depicting ideas of

space and time akin to broad ideals of architecture.
Wright is widely known as the pioneer of
creating what he coined ‘organic architecture’
(Quinan, 1993:470) in a search for the bringing
together of man and nature, a theory composed
by Ralph Waldo Emerson, an early influence to
Wright’s work (Quinan, 1993; Hopkins, 1981).
The Guggenheim is said to be a culmination
of Wright’s motif ’s expressed throughout his
oeuvre, as originally noted by William Jordy, the
Guggenheim exhibits:
‘…the great interpenetrated space …
the exploration of new materials and
technologies … but its principal significance
is embodied in the transcendent form of
the spiral’ (Quinan, 1993:476; Jordy, 1986;
Watkin, 1991.).
Through the identification of such motifs,
parallels can be identified between the two
protagonists in this chapter, the aforementioned
relationship established in the conception of the
Guggenheim infers the influence from one to the
other. Of Moholy-Nagy’s ‘photographs without a
camera’ (Moholy-Nagy, 1924:25), two examples
appear obvious in indicating the ideas comparable
to the New York Guggenheim museum. In 1943,
the same year Wright was commissioned to design
the Guggenheim3, Moholy-Nagy conceived his
spiralling photogram (fig. 23). 21 years prior,
Moholy-Nagy painted a similar image depicting

3 This may be a mere coincidence, but also might be a separate line of enquiry that can be taken up in further research.
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Figure 23: ‘Photogram’ - Spiral Photogram composed by
László when teaching in Chicago, 1943, (Source: Bauhaus
Archiv, 2021:online)
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Figure 24: Seeing light as a woderous material, the New York Guggenheim, (Source: Guggenheim foundation, 2021b:online)
Figure 25: The New York Guggenheim at night, emulating the photogram? early 1960’s, (Source: Guggenheim foundation,
2021b:online)
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a spiralling form in a negative void (fig. 19). Ivana
Wingham (2016:3) indicates that this photogram
‘alludes to a kind of architectural materiality’ but
fails to develop any clear correlations between the
artwork and specific works of architecture. As
such, the following analysis compares MoholyNagy’s Spiral photogram’s to the key principles
outlined by Jordy.

of an immaterial ‘gun-placed concrete’ (Chusid,
2015:online) the indication of raw materials is
lost causing the organic and simplistic reading
of form to take over. Thus indicating a similarity
between Moholy-Nagy’s photogram and Wright’s
Guggenheim.

Exploration of new materials
and technologies

The loss of material quality in László’s
photograms presents a loss of a specific subject
captured, the resulting image representing
a simplified form of the light on an object.
The detachment of materials from the subject
encourages a more abstracted view of the object
and so a rationale to its form is lost. The material
subject in the photogram is not specified, it
may be a roll of film, or a ribbon, but that is
not important, the form reads simply as a spiral,
not the spiraling quality already associated with
the material. Moholy-Nagy takes this one step
further in painting, photography, film when he
places the spiral photogram sandwiched between
two images of J. B. Polak’s x-ray photographs
of a shell (Moholy-Nagy, 1924:62-63). Both
depict unconventional forms that are relatable
to architecture, by placing his work between the
shells, Moholy-Nagy infers a relationship between
the use of photograms and naturally spiraling
representation of unconventional form captured in
the x-rays. Furthermore, such correlations extend
to the ‘organic architecture’ that Wright expressed
in his buildings, most notably in the Guggenheim
– the museum having been related to a spiraling

This comparison focuses on the nature of
Moholy-Nagy’s attitude towards progressing the
art of photograms as a whole, rather than solely his
spiral photogram’s, despite these being included
within this repertoire. Moholy-Nagy was known
in the Bauhaus for his work developing new
technologies with new methods of photography.
An article written by the artist in Die Form
titled Photogram and frontier zones outlines
his observations on the matters of immaterial
materiality. Moholy-Nagy writes ‘even if there are
still traces of the material effect, as the light in the
photograms is converted into an almost immaterial
material in the photosensitive layer, the future
path towards a more sublimated, optical form
of expression is already evident’ (Moholy-Nagy,
1929c:258). Hence, Moholy-Nagy did not aim
to develop new materials, rather he sought new
ways of representing materials by detracting their
material qualities leaving only their form. Visual
comparisons indicate a similar approach taken
by Wright for the Guggenheim. Constructed out

Exploration of unconventional form
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shell itself as mentioned in numerous publications
of the building (Guggenheim foundation, 2021c)

The great interpenetrated space
Returning to Von material zu architektur, in
the sub-chapter The biological pure and simple
taken as the guide, Moholy-Nagy outlines the
necessity for space, referring to architecture, to be
conceived as ‘flowing – a countless succession of
relationships’ (Moholy-Nagy, 1947:63). Indicating
that Moholy-Nagy too had ideas of free flowing
spatial relationships, his spiral photogram’s exhibit
the same expression through its relationship with
void and form. Taking the white object as the form
and the dark negative background as the space in
between the form, László arranges the spiral to
possess a spatial quality alike that of the continuous
movements up Wright’s Guggenheim ramp. This
space is uninterrupted in the photogram with each
section being a succession of the last. This notion is
matched further through Moholy-Nagy’s apparent
desire for the unity of space, stating ‘A path for
future architecture is indicated by another point
of departure: the inside and outside, the upper and
lower fuse into unity’ (Moholy-Nagy, 1947:63.).
Direct comparisons can hence be inferred between
Moholy-Nagy’s attitude to space and architecture,
these ideas manifested in his spiral photogram’s
and the key central void and spiral ramp created
by Wright.
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Conclusion
Seeing influence through the lines of
mediation between art and architecture has
provided an initial enquiry into the influence
that Moholy-Nagy had on Frank Lloyd Wright,
culminating in the Guggenheim museum.
Although it cannot be identified that MoholyNagy directly informed the design of the museum,
through the correlations in the material-immaterial
nature, similar form (fig. 25) and concurrent
philosophies of each designer, it licenses further
investigation for proving such direct influence.
To fully substantiate claims that László informed
Wright, first there needs to be greater scope in the
analysis of their correspondence and relationship
during the conception of the museum. Similar
to the correspondence shared between Lucia and
Gropius in the previous chapter, the relationship
between Wright and László needs to suggest a
direct relation between the pair, the likes of which
are either part of the Guggenheim foundation
archives or non-existent. However, the lack of
such material highlights its necessity for including
this relational influence in proving ways of seeing
architectural influence through the lines of artistic
mediums.
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PHOTOMONTAGE: The influence of
Dadaism, leading to a silent war

Figure 26: The 1920’s First International Dada Fair, June 30th 1920, Unknown photographer (Source: Sterli, 2010:1)
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Photomontage

On the brink of a Dadaist war

Moholy-Nagy coined the term fotoplastik,
an extension of his methods in composing
photomontages, in the same way that Man Ray
coined the term Rayograph (Naef, 1995:105). As
such, fotoplastiks can be considered in the same
vein as many of the photomontages produced in
the first half of the twentieth century as it is merely
an extension of his own thoughts on the medium.
Yet, of his repertoire, Moholy-Nagy’s fotoplastik’s
are arguably the medium least associated with
László, likely due to the artists own width of
mediums as well as the wide range of Dadaist and
Russian Constructivist artists which diluted his
name amongst the likes of Hannah Höch, Raoul
Hausmann and Man Ray. Despite this apparent

Observing influence between architects and
artists does not solely come from one directly
informing the other. Instead those who have
an apparent dislike for each other can exhibit
similarities in their work through the wider
influences they follow. This method of influence
often comes through the association artists and
architects have with movements, which permit
a style or category in which their work fits. At
first glance, the work of Mies van der Rohe and
László Moholy-Nagy, the main characters for this
chapter, appear similar, both using methods of
photomontage representation made popular by
the Dada movement in their impressive oeuvre’s.
It is their apparent disassociation with each other

underappreciation of Moholy-Nagy’s name, it
was still a large aspect of his work and is akin to
processes used by various architects, most notably
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, who commonly used
the method to represent his architecture.

that provides a line of enquiry into the potential
of a shared influence, providing similar outcomes
without the relationships expressed earlier. Hence,
this chapter outlines the parallels drawn between
Mies and Moholy-Nagy’s work, whilst being
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Figure 27: The 1920’s First International Dada Fair, Raoul Hausmann and Hannah Hoch, June 30th 1920,
Unknown photographer (Source: Cohen, 2019:online)
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supported with the narrative and divorced relations
to scrutinize the importance of relationships in
influence.
Was Mies a Dadaist? He certainly
employed the use of Dadaist techniques such as
photomontages, which were highly accredited to
both Dadaists and Russian constructivists. But
Dadaism was more than simply the replication
of art techniques, as Codrescu writes, ‘Dada life
will include by definition pranks, buffoonery,
masking, deranged senses, intoxication, sabotage,
taboo breaking, playing childish and/or dangerous
games, waking up dead gods, and not taking
education seriously’ (Codrescu, 2009:1) – all of
which are almost certainly not linked with the
identity of Mies van der Rohe. Yet his link to the
movement is prominent and early associations
are seen through his engagement with the First
International Dada Fair. Held in June 1920 in the
Otto Burchard gallery in Berlin, the fair brought
Dada artists and critics to buy, sell and exhibit
artwork (Doherty and Herzfelde, 2003). After the
conclusion of the first world war, and in the build
up to the second, German nationalist sought to
irradicate anything un-German to keep their
national identity. This stretched to the eradication
of anti-bourgeois movements including Dadaism
and so the fair came at a time in which Germany
was divided between those seeking radical change
in society and design, and those who sought a
traditional aesthetic. In his contribution to the
AA files, Stierli (2010) explains how this made the
setting of the fair all the more ironic and fitting,
with the radical Dada movement seen ‘indulging

in the comforts of the bourgeois salon’ (Stierli,
2010:64) suggesting a foreshadowing of the
country’s future societal discourse.
The event is not only suggestive of the
foreshadowing of Germany’s future, but Mies’s
too. In a photograph taken from the event, the
architect, with his back to the camera, stands
alongside various Dada artists (fig. 26). Most
notable in the photograph, other than Mies, are
the characters on the extremes of the photograph;
to the right Dada artist Johannes Baader and to
the left photomontage extraordinaire Hannah
Höch. Surrounded by the strongest Dada inspired
artists of the time, Mies attempts to fit into the
crowd with his own repertoire of photomontages
(Wilkinson, 2017). Yet Mies’s presence in the
photograph is not one of comfort or belonging,
rather than being part of the group he is a spectator
coming to view the artwork. This interjects the
importance of Baader, who ostensibly points out a
piece of art to Mies acting as his tour guide. Mies’s
attendance at the fair indicates his intentions to
be associated with the movement or perhaps gain
insight into the world of Dadaism. The architects
unfitting caricature however begins to indicate
his lacking infatuation with the Dadaist deeper
philosophies. This is of course highly subjective
and too presumptuous to be considered fact,
further analysis however builds this narrative that
sees Mies as a Dadaist reject.
To the extreme left of the photograph,
Hannah Höch, a close friend to Mies, highlights
the architects association with the Dada movement
but equally, through comparison of their work,
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polarizes Mies from the Group. Cut with a kitchen
knife (fig. 28), arguably Höch’s most important
photomontage was unveiled at the fair. In a
photograph taken of Höch and her lover and Dada
group founder Raoul Hausmann (fig. 27), the two
pose in front of Höch’s revolutionary iconoclastic
photomontage which depicts various figures in the
world of art, politics, science and sport. Mies will
likely have seen and discussed this photomontage
whilst at the fair and was aware of its meaning,
further developing the argument of his influence
by the movement. Despite his evident knowledge
on the world of Dada, Mies is not identified with
the revolutionary anti-bourgeois foundations of
the Dada movement, rather the opposite. His
subsequent dealings with architectural design for
the Nazi party and his capitalist centric buildings
in America indicate the complete opposite
approach to that of Dadaists.
Höch was surrounded by artists including
Hans Arp, Theo van Doesburg and László
Moholy-Nagy, most of which Mies knew
personally (Sierli, 2010). Most notable of these
relations was Moholy-Nagy, who produced
photomontages that were far more relatable to
Höch’s ideals. This can be seen in Moholy-Nagy’s
Militarism (1924), Our Big Men (1924) and Love
your neighbour (1925)(fig. 29) which each depict a
differing political or social story in the context of
Germany during the 1920’s (Naef, 1995). MoholyNagy’s more direct use of political artwork infer
his absolute temperament towards the Dada
movement when compared to Mies. As such,
there is a shift between their outputs from the
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movement and use of the medium that suggests
a more cynical contrast in their personalities and
design philosophies. Moholy-Nagy was more of an
absolutist who understood and applied the ideas
of Dadaism in his photomontages, whereas Mies
arguably used the medium purely for its aesthetic.
This difference in attitude seemingly followed
both men into their mature careers in which
they would become intertwined with the city of
Chicago, yet the influence of Dadaism on the pair
continued.

Figure 28: Hannah Hoch - ‘Cut with a kitchen Knife’,
(Source: Artsy, 2019:online)

Figure 29: László Moholy-Nagy - ‘Love your neighbor’, 1925, (Source: Naef, 1995:37)
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Chicago
Moholy-Nagy and Mies, throughout their
lives, became undeniably intwined with one
another. This affiliation was only ever locational
as correspondence between the two is seemingly
none existent, yet studying the chronology of
their address’s indicate they followed one another
from place to place throughout the duration of
their careers. This understanding indicates and
substantiates the fact that even though the artist
and architect might seem to be linked through
their various responsibilities with the Bauhaus,
they never developed close personal relations
as their moral sentiments concerning Dadaist
expression differed greatly.
Starting with the obvious tie, it is
unmistakable that both men were key members
of the original Bauhaus; Moholy-Nagy being part
of the original cast and Mies becoming the leader
of the Bauhaus in Berlin. It must be made clear
that Moholy-Nagy, having left at the same time as
Gropius in 1928, never worked under or alongside
Mies, but was no doubt aware of his appointment
in 1930. At this time Moholy-Nagy was working
in Berlin on various projects and exhibitions
including new film mediums. After the closure
of the Berlin Bauhaus, Moholy-Nagy would
move between Athens and Amsterdam visiting
various exhibitions and taking on commercial
work alongside his own continued experiments
(Naef, 1995). Mies stayed in Germany until 1937
working on what Moholy-Nagy’s widow deemed
‘Nazisponsered projects’ (Hitchins, 2018:6) that
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were evident of his traitorous nature towards the
Bauhaus (Betts, 2016).
Berlin would not be the only city the two
shared, as in 1937, following ever growing threat
from the Nazi party in Europe, they would
reconvene in the city of Chicago, with MoholyNagy becoming the predecessor to Mies’s as
the head of The New Bauhaus in Chicago (fig.
30) (Stein, 2014.). Mies would become head of
the Department of Architecture of the Armour
Institute of Technology, later becoming the Illinois
Institute of Technology (IIT) (Charitonidou, 2019).
Both leading departments of art in the progressive
industrial city of Chicago should suggest some
indication of the pairs partnership or at least
correspondence, yet this is not the case. Either due
to restricted access or loss of archival material on
the subject, there is no evidence of direct contact
between Moholy-Nagy and Mies, despite leading
similar courses within the same city. This lack of
supporting evidence makes the notion difficult to
take as fact, yet its absence suggests and perhaps
further justifies that the disagreements concerning
Dada principles followed them to Chicago. It can
be suggested that Moholy-Nagy and Mies did not
share artistic values despite their similar paths,
hence their direct influence on one another is
negligible. An analysis of their photomontages
however highlights similarities that seemingly
came as an influence from their early Dada
association, but also exhibits their conflicting
techniques and uses of the medium that came
from their personal indifferences.

Figure 30: Walter Gropius (left) and Moholy-Nagy (right)
on the circular staircase at the New Bauhaus, (Source:
Sisson, 2019:online)
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Figure 31: László Moholy-Nagy - ‘Be Responsible’ photomontage, Circa 1930 (Source: Naef, 1995:79)

Figure 32: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe - ‘Chicago Convention Hall’ photomontage’, 1952-54, (Source: Thorpe, 2016:online)

The Photomontage

of a crowd, closer inspection unveils different
photographs building in density from bottom to
top, Moholy-Nagy zooming out as he works his
way up the montage. Similarly, Mies uses the
stitching together of photographs from the 1952
U.S Republican National Convention in Chicago
to help capture the essence of his photomontage
(MoMA, 2021). Both montages have political
associations, likely influenced from their joint
associations with Dadaism, however the use of
photographed demonstrations and the additional
aspects of each montage suggest their difference in

Political representation of photomontages
was crucial to the Dadaists use of the medium.
Political connections can be made between two
photomontages belonging to Mies and MoholyNagy. First Moholy-Nagy’s Be Responsible (Circa
1930) photomontage (fig. 31) which he developed
whilst working as a freelance designer in Berlin
(Naef, 1995:78) and Mies’s 1952 photomontage
for his Convention Hall Project in Chicago (fig.
32). The two will be compared due to their visual
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similarities of depicting crowds and political
standpoints akin to the ideas of Dadaism,
analysing these themes in greater depth reveals
their opposing philosophies.
The first commonality between the
two photomontages is their use of political
demonstrations. Moholy-Nagy’s Be Responsible
depicts photographs of crowds that ‘suggests
protest demonstrations’ (Naef, 1995:78) that
‘prefigure the controlled rallies organized by the
Nazi party’ (Ferrari, 2019:19). At first glance the
photomontage seemingly depicts one photograph

political approach.
Moholy-Nagy’s piece makes the crowd his
focus, split up by minimal white lines with
the text and images of woman’s lips, while for
Mies, the crowd is enclosed or suppressed by his
architecture, taking up only the bottom third
of the composition. This configuration begins
to suggest their differences, the consideration
of additional aspects of the montages build
on this argument. Moholy-Nagy intersects his
crowds with the words Verantwort!, meaning
Be Responsible!, as such can be considered a
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propagandistic ‘call to action’ (Naef, 1995:78).
Contrasting to the ornamental crowd is the clear
image of a woman’s jawline, which Francesca
Ferrari argues, ‘implies that the latter controls the
former’ (Ferrari, 2019:17), further solidifying the
notion that Moholy-Nagy’s photomontage sought
propagandistic action, using the artwork for wider
social issues. Conversely, Mies uses photomontage
to sell his architecture, implementing the political
crowd into the appeal. The composition is
dominated by the lightweight roof structure of his
winning proposal and becomes the main focus of
the photomontage. Alongside a cutting of Jasper
John’s Flag painting, which came in the same year
(Wilkinson, 2017), Mies is surely trying to use the
political act of the crowd to lure in his commission
for the project with the decision having been made
by the city’s Republican government jury.
Such observations exhibit the variation
between Moholy-Nagy and Mies, the former
focusing his montage on encouraging political
reform and action against the growing Nazi party.
The latter ostensibly using the photomontage as a
way of gaining commissions, using the politically
apparent nature of the Dadaist photomontage
to aid this quest. As such, it is evident that both
had an associated influence from the Dadaist
photomontage conventions with a political and
contextual theme. Yet, their desired outcomes for
the medium differs greatly, likely reflecting their
shift in philosophies and moral objectives that saw
the two remain disassociated despite the parallels
in their careers.
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Conclusion
It is clear that both Moholy-Nagy and Mies
experimented with the Dadaist medium of
photomontage through their own unique methods.
As such, their influence through association with
an art movement is evident as both were informed
by Dadaism. What is undeniably evident however,
is their difference in focus for how the medium
should be used. Moholy-Nagy developed a deep
understanding of the political and social power
of the photomontage and demonstrates the
ideologies that the Dada movement encouraged.
Meanwhile Mies, arguably through the eyes of
Dadaist beliefs uses the medium in a superficial
manner, utilizing the photomontage for his own
financial and professional gain. This perceived
use of the photomontage and their difference
in design ideologies can also be linked with the
disassociation between the two despite their
converging paths.
The taking advantage of the medium is
almost indistinguishable to the advantage Gropius
had over Lucia expressed in the earlier chapter,
the primary distinction between the studies being
that proof of ownership for the photomontage
is not governed and so Mies could use the
medium with little retaliation. This opens further
questions to help understand how influence
through association might be accredited to an art
movement and interrogates how this might differ
to influence through appropriation, the theft of an
art movement imperiously linked with the theft
of art.
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What this study has shown is that architectural
influence can be seen through lines of photography,
but the ways of seeing and furthermore proving the
influence can be complex. The proof of influence
will never be truly accredited to an individual, as
a designers philosophy is built on the convergence
of numerous influencers that inform their work.
Yet what can be seen through the analysis of
relationships, events and objects is the profound
influence that one individual can have upon
another. Upon developing the arguments for this
dissertation, it became apparent that each chapter
could have proposed its own important and
relevant dissertation irrespective of each other.
Despite this, it is the convergence of each case
study that substantiates claims across a broader
scope and develops a stronger argument for ways
of seeing and proving influence through lines of
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photography. The apparent influence through
appropriation demonstrated in the inquiry
into Lucia’s stolen photographs highlights the
importance of determining relationships in the
search for proving influence. By charting their
correspondence and overlaying this onto the
context of Lucia’s photographs, it proposed the
clearest argument of influence as it considered
most factors set out by Lawrence and Miljacki
(2018).
This conclusion is somewhat contradicted by
the study of Mies and Moholy-Nagy who, through
a mediated artistic movement, demonstrated
similar mediums of representation, despite
their evident lack of relation and shared design
philosophies. Furthermore, the visual comparison
made between Moholy-Nagy and Wright identify
that influence can be seen without finding a

direct relation between the artist and architect
and so the role of relationships in influence is
questioned. However, it could be said that the
last two investigations only exhibit ways of seeing
influence, opposed to proving it. Both examine
similarities between the work of Moholy-Nagy,
Mies and Wright, but do not suggest that one
directly informed the other. This is contrasted in
the inquisition into Lucia’s photographs, as this
evaluation goes further in proving the influence of
Lucia’s photographs on Gropius’s legacy.
Opening the inquiry to broader discussions
identifies the clarity that influence can be seen
through lines of comparisons between art and
architecture, but to truly prove influence, an
inquest into all aspects of a person’s life must be
considered. This is impossible for historians to
speculate and suggests that only the individual, or

those closest to a person can truly know of their
influences. Therefore, one must question if proving
influence is attainable, or if seeing influence is the
closest one might come. Such realisations reiterate
Lawrence and Miljacki’s (2018:1) observations that
‘we are still learning how to map the relationship
of these objects to other objects’ and that through
investigations such as the ones presented in this
dissertation, the learning may result in a more
definitive answer.
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